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It is widely believed that fluctuations in transaction volume, as reflected in the
number of transactions and to a lesser extent their size, are the main cause of clustered volatility. Under this view bursts of rapid or slow price diffusion reflect bursts
of frequent or less frequent trading, which cause both clustered volatility and heavy
tails in price returns. We investigate this hypothesis using tick by tick data from
the New York and London Stock Exchanges and show that only a small fraction of
volatility fluctuations are explained in this manner. Clustered volatility is still very
strong even if price changes are recorded on intervals in which the total transaction
volume or number of transactions is held constant. In addition the distribution of
price returns conditioned on volume or transaction frequency being held constant is
similar to that in real time, making it clear that neither of these are the principal
cause of heavy tails in price returns. We analyze recent results of Ane and Geman
(2000) and Gabaix et al. (2003), and discuss the reasons why their conclusions differ
from ours. Based on a cross-sectional analysis we show that the long-memory of
volatility is dominated by factors other than transaction frequency or total trading
volume.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The origin of heavy tails and clustered volatility in price fluctuations (Mandelbrot 1963)
is an important problem in financial economics1 . Heavy tails means that large price fluctuations are much more common than they would be for a normal distribution, and clustered
volatility means that the size of price fluctuations has strong positive autocorrelations, so
that there are periods of large or small price change. Understanding these phenomena has
considerable practical importance for risk control and option pricing. Although the cause
is still debated, the view has become increasingly widespread that in an immediate sense
both of these features of prices can be explained by fluctuations in volume, particularly as
reflected by the number of transactions. In this paper we show that while fluctuations in
volume or number of transactions do indeed affect prices, they do not play the dominant
role in determining either clustered volatility or heavy tails.
The model that is now widely believed to explain the statistical properties of prices has its
origins in a proposal of Mandelbrot and Taylor (1967) that was developed by Clark (1973).
Mandelbrot and Taylor proposed that prices could be modeled as a subordinated random
process Y (t) = X(τ (t)), where Y is the random process generating returns, X is Brownian
motion and τ (t) is a stochastic time clock whose increments are IID and uncorrelated with
X. Clark hypothesized that the time clock τ (t) is the cumulative trading volume in time
t. Since then several empirical studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between
volatility - measured as absolute or squared price changes - and volume (Tauchen and Pitts
1983, Karpoff 1987, Gerity and Mulherin 1989, Stephan and Whaley 1990, Gallant, Rossi
and Tauchen 1992). More recently evidence has accumulated that the number of transactions
is more important than their size (Easley and OHara 1992, Jones, Kaul and Lipsom 1994,
Ane and Geman 2000). We show that volatility is still very strong even if price movements
are recorded at intervals containing an equal number of transactions, and that the volatility
observed in this way is highly correlated with volatility measured in real time. In contrast, if
we shuffle the order of events, but control for the number of transactions so that it matches
the number of transactions in real time, we observe a much smaller correlation to real time
volatility. We interpret this to mean that the number of transactions is less important than
other factors.
Several studies have shown that the distribution of price fluctuations can be transformed
to a normal distribution under a suitable rescaling transformation (Ane and Geman 2000,
Plerou et al. 2000, Andersen et al. 2003). There are important differences between the
way this is done in these studies. Ane and Geman claim that the price distribution can be
made normal based on a transformation that depends only on the transaction frequency.
The other studies, in contrast, use normalizations that also depend on the price movements
1
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themselves. Plerou et al. divide the price movement by the product of the square root of
the transaction frequency and a measure of individual price movements, and Andersen et
al. divide by the standard deviation of price movements. We find that, contrary to Ane
and Geman, it is not sufficient to normalize by the transaction frequency, and that in fact
in many cases this hardly alters the distribution of returns at all. A related theory is due to
Gabaix et al. (2003), who have proposed that the distribution of size of large price changes
can be explained based on the distribution of volume and the volume dependence of the
price impact of trades. We examine this hypothesis and show that when prices are sampled
to hold the volume constant the distribution of price changes, and in particular its tail
behavior, is similar to that in real time. We present some new tests of their theory that give
insight into why it fails. Finally we study the long-memory properties of volatility and show
that neither volume nor number of transactions can be the principal causes of long-memory
behavior.
Note that when we say a factor “causes” volatility, we are talking about proximate cause
as opposed to ultimate cause. For example, changes in transaction frequency may cause
changes in volatility, but for the purposes of this paper we do not worry about what causes
changes in transaction frequency. It may be the case that causality also flows in the other
direction, e.g. that volatility also causes transaction frequency. All we test here are correlations. In saying that transaction frequency or trading volume cannot be a dominant cause
of volatility, we are making the assumption that if the two are not strongly correlated there
cannot be a strong causal connection in either direction2 .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we describe the data sets and the market
structure of the LSE and NYSE. In Section III we define volume and transaction time
and discuss how volatility can be measured in each of them, and discuss the construction
of surrogate data series in which the data are scrambled but either volume or number of
transactions is held constant. We then use both of these tools to study the relationship
between volume and number of transactions and volatility. In Section IV we discuss the
distributional properties of returns and explain why our conclusions differ from those of
Ane and Geman and Gabaix et al. In Section V we study the long-memory properties of
volatility, and show that while fluctuations in volume or number of transactions are capable
of producing long-memory, other factors are more important. Finally in the conclusions
we summarize and discuss what we believe are the most important proximate causes of
volatility.
II.

DATA AND MARKET STRUCTURE

This study is based on data from two markets, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and the London Stock Exchange (LSE). For the NYSE we study two different subperiods,
the 626 trading day period from Jan 1, 1995 to Jun 23, 1997, labeled NYSE1, and the 734
trading day period from Jan 29, 2001 to December 31, 2003, labeled NYSE2. These two
periods were chosen to highlight possible effects of tick size. During the first period the
2
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average price of the stocks in our sample was 73.8$ and the tick size was an eighth of a
dollar, whereas during the second period the average price was 48.2$ and the tick size was a
penny. The tick size in the second period is thus substantially smaller than that in the first,
both in absolute and relative terms. For each data set we have chosen 20 stocks with high
capitalizations. The tickers of the 20 stocks in the NYSE1 set are AHP, AIG, BMY, CHV,
DD, GE, GTE, HWP, IBM, JNJ, KO, MO, MOB, MRK, PEP, PFE, PG, T, WMT, and
XON, and the tickers of the stocks in the NYSE2 set are AIG, BA, BMY, DD, DIS, G, GE,
IBM, JNJ, KO, LLY, MO, MRK, MWD, PEP, PFE, PG, T, WMT, and XOM. There are
a total of about 7 million transactions in the NYSE1 data set and 36 million in the NYSE2
data set.
For the LSE we study the period from May 2000 to December 2002, which contains
675 trading days. For LSE stocks there has been no overall change in tick size during this
period. The average price of a stock in the sample is about 500 pence, though the price
varies considerably - it is as low as 50 pence and as high as 2500 pence. The tick size
depends on the stock and the time period, ranging from a fourth of a pence to a pence. As
for the NYSE we chose stocks that are heavily traded. The tickers of the 20 stocks in the
LSE sample are AZN, REED, HSBA, LLOY, ULVR, RTR, PRU, BSY, RIO, ANL, PSON,
TSCO, AVZ, BLT, SBRY, CNA, RB., BASS, LGEN, and ISYS. In aggregate there are a
total of 5.7 million transactions during this period, ranging from 497 thousand for HSBA to
181 thousand for RB.
The NYSE and the LSE have dual market structures consisting of a centralized limit
order book market and a decentralized bilateral exchange. The centralized limit order book
market is called the downstairs market in New York and the on-book market in London, and
the decentralized bilateral exchange is called the upstairs market in New York and the offbook market in London. While the corresponding components of each market are generally
similar between London and New York, there are several important differences.
The downstairs market of the NYSE operates through a specialist system. The specialist
is given monopoly privileges for a given stock in return for committing to regulatory responsibilities. The specialist keeps the limit order book, which contains limit orders with quotes
to buy or sell at specific prices. As orders arrive they are aggregated, and every couple of
minutes orders are matched and the market is cleared. Trading orders are matched based
on order of arrival and price priority. During the time of our study market participants were
allowed to see the limit order book only if they were physically present in the market and
only with the permission of the specialist. The specialist is allowed to trade for his own
account, but also has regulatory duties to maintain an orderly market by making quotes to
ensure that prices do not make large jumps. Although a given specialist may handle more
than one stock, there are many specialists so that two stocks chosen at random are likely to
have different specialists.
The upstairs market of the NYSE, in contrast, is a bilateral exchange. Participants gather
informally or interact via the telephone. Trades are arranged privately and are made public
only after they have already taken place (Hasbrouck, Sofianos and Sosebee, 1993).
The London Stock Exchange also consists of two markets (London Stock Exchange, 2004).
The on-book market (SETS) is similar to the downstairs market and the off-book market
(SEAQ) is similar to the upstairs market. In 1999 57% of transactions of LSE stocks occurred
in the on-book exchange and in 2002 this number rose to 62%. One important difference
between the two markets is for the on-book exchange quotations are public and are published
without any delay. In contrast, since transactions in the off-book market are arranged

privately, there are no published quotes. Transaction prices in the off-book market are
published only after they are completed. Most (but not all) of our analysis for the LSE is
based on the on-book market.
The on-book market is a fully automated electronic exchange. Market participants have
the ability to view the entire limit order book at any instant, and to place trading orders
and have them entered into the book, executed, or canceled almost instantaneously. Though
prices and quotes are completely transparent, the identities of parties placing orders are kept
confidential, even to the two counter parties in a transaction. The trading day begins with
an opening auction. There is a period of 10 minutes leading up to the opening auction
when orders may be placed or cancelled without transactions taking place, and without any
information about volumes or prices. The market is then cleared and for the remainder
of the day (except for rare exceptions) there is a continuous auction, in which orders and
cancellations are entered asynchronously and result in immediate action. For this study we
ignore the opening and closing auctions and analyze only orders placed during the continuous
auction.
The off-book market (SEAQ) is very similar to the upstairs market in the NYSE. The
main difference is that there is no physical gathering place, so transactions are arranged
entirely via telephone. There are also several other minor differences, e.g. regarding the
types of allowed transactions and the times when trades need to be reported. For example,
a trade in the off-book market can be an ordinary trade, with a fixed price that is agreed
on when the trade is initiated, or it can be a VWAP trade, where the price depends on the
volume weighted average price, which is not known at the time the trade is arranged. In
the latter case the trade does not need to be reported until the trade is completed. In such
cases delays of a day or more between initiation and reporting are not uncommon.
For the NYSE we use the Trades and Quotes (TAQ) data set. This contains the prices,
times, and volume of all transactions, as well as the best quoted prices to buy or sell and
the number of shares available at the best quotes at the times when these quotes change.
Transaction prices from the upstairs and downstairs markets are mixed together and it is
not possible to separate them. Our analysis in the NYSE is based on transaction prices,
though we have also experimented with using the average price of the best quotes. For the
15 minute time scale and the heavily traded stocks that we study in this paper this does not
seem to make very much difference.
The data set for the LSE contains every order and cancellation for the on-book exchange,
and a record of all transactions in both the on-book and off-book exchanges. We are able
to separate the on-book and off-book transactions. The on-book transactions have the advantage that the timing of each trade is known to the nearest second, whereas as already
mentioned, the off-book transactions may have reporting delays. Also the on-book transactions are recorded by a computer, whereas the off-book transactions depend on human
records and are more error prone. Because of these problems, unless otherwise noted, we use
only the downstairs prices. Our analysis for the LSE is based entirely on mid-quote prices
in the on-book market, defined as the average of the best quote to buy and the best quote
to sell.
To simplify our analysis we paste the time series for each day together, omitting any price
changes that occur outside of the period of our analysis, i.e. when the market is closed. For
the NYSE we omit the first few and last few trades, but otherwise analyze the entire trading
day, whereas for the LSE we omit the first and last half hour of each trading day. We don’t
find that this makes very much difference – except as noted in Section IV C, our results are

FIG. 1: Transaction time volatility for the stock AZN, which is defined as the absolute value of
the price change over an interval of 24 transactions. The resulting intervals are on average about
fifteen minutes long. The series runs from August 1, 2001 to Sept. 27, 2001 and includes 26,400
transactions.

essentially unchanged if we include the entire trading day.
III.

VOLATILITY UNDER ALTERNATIVE TIME CLOCKS
A.

Alternative time clocks

A stochastic time clock τ (t) can speed up or slow down a random process and thereby
alter the distribution or autocorrelations of its discrete increments. When the increments of
a stochastic time clock are IID it is called a subordinator, and the process Y (t) = X(τ (t))
is called a subordinated random process. The use of stochastic time clocks in economics
originated in the business literature (Burns and Mitchell 1946), and was suggested in finance
by Mandelbrot and Taylor (1967) and developed by Clark (1973). Transaction time τ θ is
defined as
τθ (ti ) = τθ (ti−1 ) + 1,
(1)
where ti is the time when transaction i occurs. Another alternative is the volume time τ v ,
defined as
τv (ti ) = τv (ti−1 ) + Vi ,
(2)
where Vi is the volume of transaction i.
The use of transaction time as opposed to volume time is motivated by the observation
that the average price change caused by a transaction, which is also called the average
market impact, increases slowly with transaction size. This suggests that the number of
transactions is more important than their size (Hasbrouck 1991, Easley and OHara 1992,
Jones, Kaul and Lipson 1994, Lillo, Farmer and Mantegna 2003).

B.

Volatility in transaction time

The main results of this paper were motivated by the observation that clustered volatility
remains strong even when the price is observed in transaction time. Letting ti denote the
time of the ith transaction, we define the transaction time volatility3 for interval (ti−K , ti ) as
νθ (ti , K) = |p(ti ) − p(ti−K )|, where p(ti ) is the logarithm of the midquote price at time ti .
Here and in all the other definitions of volatility we use always non-overlapping intervals,
p will refer to the logarithm of the price, and when we say “return” we always mean log
returns, i.e. r(t) = p(t) − p(t − ∆t). A transaction time volatility series for the LSE stock
Astrazeneca with K = 24 transactions is shown in Figure 1. For K = 24 the average
duration is 15 minutes, though there are intervals as short as 14 seconds and as long as 159
minutes4 . In Figure 1 there are obvious periods of high and low volatility, making it clear
that volatility is strongly clustered, even through we are holding the number of transactions
in each interval constant.
For comparison in Figure 2(a) we plot the real time volatility ν(t, ∆t) = |p(t) − p(t − ∆t)|
based on ∆t = fifteen minutes, over roughly the same period shown in Figure 1. In Figure
2(b) we synchronize the transaction time volatility with real time by plotting it against real
time rather than transaction time. It is clear from comparing panel (a) and panel (b) that
there is a strong contemporary correlation between real time and transaction time volatility.
As a further point of comparison in panel (c) we randomly shuffle transactions. We do
this so that we match the number of transactions in each real time interval, while preserving
the unconditional distribution of returns but destroying any temporal correlations. Let
the (log) return corresponding to transaction i be defined as r(ti ) = p(ti ) − p(ti−1 ). The
shuffled transaction price series p̃(ti ) is created by setting r̃(ti ) = r(tj ), where r(tj ) is drawn
randomly from the entire time series without replacement.
We then aggregate the individual
Pi
returns to create a surrogate price series p̃(ti ) = k=1 r̃(tk ) + p(t0 ). We define the shuffled
transaction real time volatility as ν̃θ (t, ∆t) = |p̃(t) − p̃(t − ∆t)|. The name emphasizes that
even though transactions are shuffled to create a surrogate price series, the samples are
taken at uniform intervals of real time and the number of transactions matches that in real
time. The shuffled transaction real time volatility series shown in Figure 2(c) is sampled at
fifteen minute intervals, just as for real time. The resulting series still shows some clustered
volatility, but the variations are smaller and the periods of large and small volatility do not
match the real time volatility as well. This indicates that the number of transactions is less
important in determining volatility than other factors, which persist even when the number
of transactions is held constant.
C.

Correlations between transaction time and real time

To measure this the influence of number of transactions on prices more quantitatively we
compare the correlations between the volatilities of these series. To deal with the problem
3
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We use the absolute value of end-to-end price changes rather than the standard deviation to avoid sampling
problems when comparing different time clocks. We use the midquote price for the LSE to avoid problems
with mean reversion of prices due to bid-ask bounce. We find that on the time scales we study here this
makes very little difference. For convenience in the NYSE data series we use the transaction price.
Remember that we are omitting all price changes outside of trading hours.

FIG. 2: A comparison of three different volatility series for the LSE stock Astrazeneca. In panel (a)
the volatility is measured over real time intervals of fifteen minutes. In panel (b) the transaction
time volatility is measured at intervals of 24 transactions, which roughly correspond to fifteen
minutes, and then plotted as a function of real time. Panel (c) shows the volatility of a price series
constructed by preserving the number of transactions in each 15 minute interval, but drawing single
transaction returns randomly from the whole time series and using them to construct a surrogate
price series. The fact that the volatilities in (a) and (b) agree more closely than those in (a) and
(c) suggests that fluctuations in transaction frequency plays a smaller role in determining volatility
than other factors. Time is measured in hours and the the period is the same as in Fig. 1

that the sampling intervals in real time and transaction time are different we first convert
both the real time and transaction time volatility series, ν(ti , K) and νθ (ti , K) to continuous
time using linear interpolation within each interval (ti−K , ti ). This allows us to compute
ρ(ν, νθ ), the correlation between real time and transaction time volatilities as they were
continuous functions. For comparison we also compute ρ(ν, ν̃θ ), the correlation between the
real time and the shuffled transaction real time volatility series. This is done for each stock
in all three data sets. The results are plotted in Figure 3 and summarized in Table I. In
every case ρ(ν, ν̃θ ) is significantly smaller than ρ(ν, νθ ). The correlations between real time
volatility and transaction time volatility are between 35% and 49%, whereas the correlation
with shuffled transaction real time volatility is between 6% and 17%. The ratio is typically
about a factor of four. This demonstrates that fluctuations in transaction rates account for
only a small portion of the variation in volatility. This quantitatively confirms what the eye
sees in Figure 2 – the principal influences on volatility are still present even if the number
of transactions are held constant. The way in which prices respond to transactions is much

FIG. 3: An illustration of the relative influence of number of transactions and volume on volatility.
The correlation between real time volatilty ν and various alternative volatilities ν x is plotted against
the correlation with the corresponding volatility ν̃x when the order of events is shuffled. Each mark
corresponds to a particular stock, data set, and time clock. The solid marks are for the transaction
related quantities, i.e. νx = νθ and ν̃x = ν̃θ , and the open marks are for volume related quantities,
i.e. νx = νv and ν̃x = ν̃v . Thus the horizontal axis represents the correlation with volume or
transaction time, and the vertical axis represents the correlation with shuffled volume or shuffled
transaction real time. Stocks in the LSE are labeled with black circles, in the NYSE1 (1/8 tick size)
with red squares, and the NYSE2 (penny tick size) with blue diamonds. Almost all the data lie well
below the identity line, demonstrating that volume or the number of transactions has a relatively
small effect on volatility – most of the information is present when these are held constant.

more important than the number of transactions.
D.

Correlations between volume time and real time

We can test the importance of volume in relation to volatility in a similar manner. To do
this we create a volatility series νv sampled in volume time. Creating such a series requires
sampling the price at intervals of constant volume. This is complicated by the fact that
transactions occur at discrete time intervals and have highly variable volume, which causes
volume time τv (t) to increase in discrete and irregular steps. This makes it impossible to
sample volume at perfectly regular intervals. We have explored several methods for sampling
at approximately regular intervals, and have found that all the sampling procedures we tested
yielded essentially the same results. For the results we present here we choose the simple
method of adjusting the sampling interval upward to the next transaction.
To make it completely clear how our results are obtained, we now describe our algorithm
for approximate construction of equal volume intervals in more detail. To ensure that the

TABLE I: Average correlations and ratios of average correlations between real time and alternate
volatilities. Correlations are given as percentages, and error bars are standard deviations for the
data shown in Figure 3. All the correlations are against the real time volatility ν. E[x] denotes
the sample mean of x averaging across stocks. The first column is the correlation with transaction
time volatility, the second column with shuffled transaction real time volatility, the third with
volume time volatility, and the fourth with shuffled volume real time volatility. The fifth column
is the ratio of the first and second columns and the sixth column is the ratio of the third and
fourth columns. The fact that the values in the last column are all greater than one shows that
fluctuations in transaction number and volume are minority effects on real time volatility.
data set
LSE
NYSE1
NYSE2

E[ρ(ν, νθ )]
49 ± 3
45 ± 6
35 ± 4

E[ρ(ν, ν̃θ )]
12 ± 4
17 ± 3
6±2

E[ρ(ν, νv )]
43 ± 3
38 ± 6
26 ± 3

θ )] E[ρ(ν,νv )]
E[ρ(ν, ν̃v )] E[ρ(ν,ν
E[ρ(ν,ν̃θ )] E[ρ(ν,ν̃v )]
12 ± 3
4.1
3.6
18 ± 2
2.6
2.1
19 ± 2
5.8
1.4

number of intervals in the volume time series is roughly equal to the number
in the real time
P
series, we choose a volume time sampling
interval ∆V so that ∆V ≈ i Vi /n, where n is the
P
number of real time intervals and i Vi is the total transaction volume for the entire time
series. We construct sampling intervals by beginning at the left boundary of each interval.
Assume the first transaction in the interval is transaction i. We examine transactions k =
i − K,P..., i, aggregating the volume Vk of each transaction and increasing K incrementally
until ik=i−K Vk > ∆V . If the resulting time interval (ti−K , ti ) crosses a daily boundary we
discard it. The volume time volatility is then defined to be νv (ti , ∆V ) = |p(ti ) − p(ti−K )|, i.e.
the absolute price change across the smallest interval whose volume is greater than ∆V . We
have also tried other more exact procedures, such as defining the price at the right boundary
of the interval by interpolating between p(ti−K ) and p(ti−K+1 ), but they give essentially the
same results.
In a manner analogous to the definition of shuffled transaction real time volatiliy, we
can also define the shuffled volume real time volatility ν̃v . This is constructed as a point of
comparison to match the volume in each interval of the real time series but otherwise destroy
any time correlations. Our algorithm for computing the shuffled real time volatility is as
follows: We begin at a time t corresponding to the beginning of a real time interval (t−∆t, t)
that we want to match, which contains transaction volume Vt−∆t,t . We then randomly sample
transactions
i from the entire time series and aggregate their volumes Vi , increasing
K until
PK
PK
i=1 Vi > Vt−∆t,t . We define the aggregate return for this interval as R̃t−∆t,t =
i=1 r̃(ti ),
where r̃(ti ) is the (log) return associated with each transaction. The shuffled volume real
time volatility is ν̃v (t, ∆t) = |R̃t−∆t,t |. By comparing the volatility defined in this way to
the real time volatility we can see how important volume is in comparison to other factors.
As with transaction time we can compute the correlations between volume time and real
time volatility, ρ(ν, νv ), and the correlation between shuffled volume real time volatility and
real time volatility, ρ(ν, ν̃v ). The results are summarized by the open marks in Figure 3
and columns three, four and six of Table I. In Figure 3 we see that ρ(ν, νv ) is larger than
ρ(ν, ν̃v ) in almost every case. The ratio E[ρ(ν, νv )/ρ(ν, ν̃v )] measures the average relative
importance of factors that are independent of volume to factors that depend on volume
for each of our three data sets. In column 6 of Table I these average ratios range from
1.4 − 3.6. As before, other factors have a bigger correlation to volatility than fluctuations in
volume. Thus neither volume fluctuations nor transaction rate fluctuations can account for

the majority of variation in volatility.
IV.

DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES OF RETURNS
A.

Holding volume or transactions constant

In this section we examine whether fluctuations in either transaction frequency or total
trading volume play a major role in determining the distribution of returns. In Figure 4 we
compare the cumulative distribution of absolute returns in real time to the distribution of
absolute returns in transaction time and volume time for a couple of representative stocks 5 .
For London, where we can separate volume in the on-book and off-book markets, we compare
both to total volume time (on book and off-book) and to volume time based on the on-book
volume only. For the NYSE data we cannot separate these, and volume time is by definition
total volume time. We see that the differences between real time and either volume or
transaction time are not large, indicating that transaction frequency and volume have a
relatively small effect on the distribution of prices.
It is difficult to assign error bars to the empirical distributions due to the fact that
the data are long-memory (see Section V), so that standard methods tend to seriously
underestimate the error bars. However, it is apparent that for the LSE stock Astrazenca
and for the NYSE stock Procter and Gamble in the period where the tick size is a penny,
the differences between real time, volume time, and transaction time are minimal. The
situation is more complicated for Procter and Gamble in the period where the tick size is
1/8. The distributions for volume and transaction time are nearly identical. While they are
still clearly heavy tailed, the tails are not as heavy as they are in real time. This leaves open
the possibility that during the period of the 1/8 tick size in the NYSE, volume or transaction
frequency fluctuations may have played a role in generating heavy tails in the distribution.
Nonetheless, even here it is clear that they are not the only factor generating heavy tails.
To see whether these patterns are true on average, in Figure 5 we show similar plots,
except that here we compute an average of the distributions over each of our data sets.
We first normalize the data so that the returns for each stock have the same standard
deviation, and then we average the distributions for each stock with equal weighting. For
many purposes this can be a dangerous procedure; as we discuss in Section IV C, if different
stocks have different tail behaviors this can lead to a biased estimate of the tail exponent.
However, in this case we are just making a qualitative comparison, and we do not think this
is a problem.
For the LSE stocks all the distributions appear to be the same except for statistical fluctuations. The volume time distribution based on on-book volume appears to have somewhat
heavier tails than the real time distribution, but for the largest values it joins it again, suggesting that these variations are insignificant. Throughout part of its range the tails for the
volume and transaction time distributions for the NYSE1 data set seem to be less heavy,
but for the largest fluctuations they rejoin the real time distribution, again suggesting that
the differences are statistically insignificant. For NYSE2 transaction time is almost indistinguishable from real time; there is a slight steepening of the tail for volume time, but it
5

We study absolute returns throughout because the positive and negative tails are essentially the same,
and because our primary interest is in volatility.

FIG. 4: Cumulative distribution of absolute (log) returns P (|r| > x) under several different time
clocks, plotted on double logarithmic scale. (a, top) The LSE stock AZN (b, middle) The NYSE
stock Procter & Gamble (PG) in the 1/8 dollar tick size period. (c, bottom) PG when the tick size
is a penny. The time clocks shown are real time (black circles), transaction time (red squares), and
volume time (blue diamonds). For comparison we also show a normal distribution (dashed black
line) with the same mean and variance as in transaction time. For AZN we also show volume time
for the on-book market only (green triangles). The real time returns are 15 minutes in every case;
transaction and volume time intervals are chosen to match this. For both LSE and NYSE2 both
the transaction time and volume time distributions are almost identical to real time, even in the
tails. For PG in the NYSE1 data set the deviations in the tail from real time are noticeable, but
they are still well away from the normal distribution.

FIG. 5: Cumulative distribution of normalized absolute (log) returns P (|r| > x) averaged over all
the stocks in each data set under several different time clocks, plotted on double logarithmic scale.
(a, top) LSE, (b, middle) NYSE1, (c, bottom) NYSE2. The time clocks shown are real time (black
circles), transaction time (red squares), and volume time (blue diamonds). For the LSE we also
show volume time for the on-book market only (green triangles). For comparison we also show a
normal distribution (dashed black line) with the same mean and variance as in transaction time.

would be difficult to argue that there is any statistically significant difference in the tail
exponents. These results demonstrate that fluctuations in volume or number of transactions
do not have much effect on the return distribution, and are not sufficient to explain its heavy
tails.
B.

Comparison to work of Ane and Geman

Our results appear to contradict those of Ane and Geman (2000). They studied the
hypothesis Y (t) = X(τ (t)), where Y (t) is the stochastic process generating real returns r(t),
X is a Brownian motion, and τ (t) is a stochastic time clock. They developed a method to
find the stochastic time clock τ that would satisfy this assumption, by assuming that the
increments ∆τ (t) = τ (t) − τ (t − 1) of the timeclock are IID and computing the moments of
its distribution. They then applied this method to data from two stocks, Cisco and Intel,
from January 2 to December 31 in 1997. Using several different time scales ranging from one
to fifteen minutes they computed the moments of ∆τ needed to make X a Brownian motion,
and compared them to the moments of transaction time increments ∆τθ (which is just the
number of transactions in a given time). They found that the two sets of moments were
very close. This indicates that the non-normal behavior of the distribution of transactions
is sufficient to explain the non-normality of stock returns.
Because this conclusion is quite different from ours, we test their hypothesis on the same
data that they used, attempting to reproduce their procedure for demonstrating normality of
returns in transaction time6 . We construct the returns r(t) = p(t) − p(t − ∆t) with ∆t = 15
minutes, and count the corresponding number of transactions
N (t) in each interval. We
q
then create transaction normalized returns z(t) = r(t)/ N (t). We construct distributions
for Intel and Cisco on the same time periods of their study, and for comparison we also do
this for Procter and Gamble over the time periods used in our study for the NYSE1 and
NYSE2 data sets. The results are shown in Figure 6. In the figure it is clear that all four
distributions are quite similar, and that none of them are normal. As a further check we
performed the Bera-Jarque test for normal behavior, getting p values for accepting normality
for every stock less than 10−23 . We do not know why our results differ from those of Ane
and Geman, but we note that Li has concluded that their moment expansion contained a
mistake (Li 2005).
C.

Implications for the theory of Gabaix et al.

Our results here are relevant for the theory for price formation recently proposed by
Gabaix et al. (2003). They have argued that the price impact of a large volume trade is of
the form
1/2
ri = k²i Vi + ui ,
(3)
where ri is the return generated by the ith trade, ²i is its sign (+1 if buyer-initiated and −1
if seller initiated), Vi is its size, k is a proportionality constant and ui is an uncorrelated
6

We are attempting to reproduce Figure 4 of Ane and Geman (2000); it is not completely clear to us what
algorithm they used to produce this. The procedure we describe here is our best interpretation, which
also seems to match with that of Deo, Hseih and Hurvich (2005).

FIG. 6: Cumulative distribution of transaction normalized absolute (log) returns P (|z(t)|), where
p
z(t) = y(t)/ N (t), for the stocks Cisco (black circles) and Intel (red filled circles) during the
period of the Ane and Geman study, Procter & Gamble of NYSE1 (green squares), and of NYSE2
(blue filled squares). These are plotted on double logarithmic scale. For comparison we also show
a normal distribution (dashed black line). All four distributions are roughly the same, and none
of them are normal.

noise term. Under the assumption that all the variables are uncorrelated, if the returns are
aggregated over any given time period the squared return is of the form
E[r2 |V ] = k 2 V + E[u2 ],

(4)

N
N
2
2
where r = N
i ri , V =
i Vi , E[u ] =
i E[ui ], and N is the number of transactions, which
can vary. They have hypothesized that equation 4 can be used to infer the tail behavior
of returns from the distribution of volume. Their earlier empirical work found that the
distribution of volume has heavy tails that are asymptotically of the form P (V > v) ∼ v −α ,
with α ≈ 1.5 (Gopikrishnan et al. 2000). These two relations imply that the tails of returns
should scale as P (r > R) ∼ R−2α .
This theory has been criticized on several grounds. The most important points that
have been raised are that Equation 3 is not well supported empirically, that ²i are strongly
positively correlated with long-memory so that the step from Equation 3 to Equation 4 is
not valid, and that at the level of individual transactions P (ri > x|Vi ) only depends very
weakly on Vi (Farmer and Lillo 2004, Farmer et al. 2004 – see also the rebuttal by Plerou

P

P

P

et al. 2004). Our results here provide additional evidence7 . The distribution of returns in
volume time plotted in Figures 4 and 5 is just the distribution of returns when the volume
is held constant, and can be written as P (r > x|V = ∆V ), where ∆V is the sampling
interval in volume time as described in Section III D. We can express their hypothesis in a
more general different form by squaring Equation 3 and rewriting Equation 4 in the form
r2 = k 2 V + w, where w ≡ r 2 − k 2 V is a noise term that captures all the residuals; this
allows
w 6= u2 . When V is held constant r should be of the form
√ for the possibility that
r = C + w, where C = k 2 V is a constant. According to their theory the noise term w
should be unimportant for the tails. Instead we see that in every case P (r > x|V ) is heavy
tailed, and in many cases it is almost indistinguishable from P (r > x). This indicates that
w is not negligible, but is rather the dominant factor.
This is puzzling because Gabaix et al. have presented empirical evidence that when a
sufficient number of stocks are aggregated together E[r 2 |V ] satisfies Equation 4 reasonably
well. To understand how this can coexist with our results, we make some alternative tests of
their theory. We begin by studying E[r 2 |V ]. Following the procedure they outline in their
paper, using 15 minute intervals we normalize r for each stock by subtracting the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation, and normalize V for each stock by dividing by the
mean. We allow a generalization of the assumption by letting E[r 2 |V ] = k 2 V β , i.e. we do
not require that β = 1. Using least squares regression, for large values of r and V we find
k ≈ 0.61 and β ≈ 1.2. Their theory predicts that P (r > x) ∼ P (kV β/2 > x) for large x. In
Figure 7a we use this together with the empirical distribution of volume P (V ) to estimate
P (r > x) and compare it to the empirical distribution. Regardless of whether we use β = 1.2
or β = 1, the result has a much thinner tail than the actual return distribution 8 .
In Figure 7b we perform an alternative test. We estimate the predicted return in each
P
1/2
15 minute interval according to their theory as r̂ = A + kz, where z = i ²i Vi , using least
squares approximation to estimate A and k in each interval. This can be used to compute
a residual η = r − r̂. We then compare the distributions of r, r̂, and η; according to their
theory r̂ should match the tail behavior and P (η) should be unimportant. Instead we find
the opposite. P (η) is closer to the empirical distribution P (r), roughly matching its tail
behavior, while P (r̂) falls off more rapidly – for the largest fluctuations it is about an order
of magnitude smaller than the empirical distribution. This indicates that the reason their
theory fails is that the heavy-tailed behavior it predicts is dominated by the even heaviertailed behavior of the residuals η. In our earlier study of the LSE we were able to show
7

8

In Farmer et al. (2004) we showed that the returns were independent of volume at the level of individual
transactions, and only for the on-book market of the LSE. Here we show this for 15 minute intervals, we
control for volume in both the on-book and off-book markets, and we also study NYSE stocks.
One reason that we observe a thinner tail is because for this set of stocks we observe thinner tails in
volume. We find P (V > v) ∼ v −α , with α in the range 2 − 2.4, clearly larger than the value α = 1.5
they have reported. This difference appears to be caused by the portion of the data that we are using.
We remove all trades that occur outside of trading hours, and also remove the first and last trades of the
day. In fact these trades are consistently extremely large, and when we include them in the data set we
get a tail exponent much closer to α = 1.5. Since we are using volume and returns consistently drawn
from matching periods of time, for the purpose of predicting returns from volume under their theory this
should not matter. Note that for the returns we observe tails roughly the same as they have reported; for
the LSE they are even heavier, with most stocks having α significantly less than three.

FIG. 7: Test of the theory of Gabaix et al. In (a) we compare the empirical return distribution
to the prediction of the theory of Gabaix et al. for the NYSE1 data set. The solid black curve is
the empirical distribution P (r > x), the dashed red curve is the distribution of predictions r̂ under
the assumption that β = 1.2, and the blue curve with circles is same thing with β = 1. In (b) we
compare the empirical distribution P (r > x) (black), the distribution of residuals P (η > x) (blue
squares), and the predicted return under the theory of Gabaix et al., P (r̂ > x) (red circles). The
dashed black line is a normal distribution included for comparison.

explicitly why this is true. There we demonstrated that heavy tails in returns at the level
of individual transactions are primarily caused by the distributions of gaps (regions without
any orders) in the limit order book, whose size is unrelated to trading volume (Farmer et
al. 2004).

V.

LONG-MEMORY

There is mounting evidence that volatility is a long-memory process (Ding, Granger, and
Engle 1993, Breidt, Crato and de Lima 1993, Harvey 1993, Andersen et al. 2001). A longmemory process is a random process with an autocorrelation function that is not integrable.
This typically happens when the autocorrelation function decays asymptotically as a power
law of the form τ −γ with γ < 1. The existence of long-memory is important because it
implies that values from the distant past have a significant effect on the present and that
the stochastic process lacks a typical time scale. A stochastic process that is build out of a
sum whose increments have long-memory has anomalous diffusion, i.e. the variance grows
as τ 2H , where H > 0.5, and H is the Hurst exponent, which is defined below. Statistical
averages of long-memory processes converge slowly.
Plerou et al. (2000) demonstrated that the number of transactions in NYSE stocks is
a long-memory process. This led them to conjecture that fluctuations in the number of
transactions are the proximate cause of long-memory in volatility. This hypothesis makes
sense in light of the fact that either long-memory or sufficiently fat tails in fluctuations in
transaction frequencies are sufficient to create long-memory in volatility (Deo, Hsieh, and
Hurvich 2005). However, our results so far in this paper suggests caution – just because it
is possible to create long-memory with this mechanism does not mean it is the dominant
mechanism – there may be multiple sources of long-memory. If there are two long memory
processes with autocorrelation exponents γ1 and γ2 , if γ1 < γ2 the long-memory of process
one will dominate that of process two, since for large values of τ C1 (τ ) À C2 (τ ). We will see
that this is the case here – the long-memory caused by fluctuations in volume and number
of transactions is dominated by long-memory caused by other factors.
We investigate the long-memory of volatility by computing the Hurst exponent H. For a
random process whose second moment is finite and whose autocorrelation function asymptotically decays as a power law τ −γ with 0 < γ < 1, the Hurst exponent is H = 1 − γ/2.
A process has long memory if 1/2 < H < 1. We compute the Hurst exponent rather than
working directly with the autocorrelation function because it is better behaved statistically.
We compute the Hurst exponent using the
DFA method (Peng et al. 1994). The time series
P
{x(t)} is first integrated to give X(t) = ti=1 x(i). For a data set with n points, X(t) is then
broken into K disjoint sets k = 1, . . . , K of size L ≈ n/K. A polynomial Yk,L of order m is
then fit for each set k using a least squares regression. For a given value of L let D(L) be
the root mean square deviation of the data from the polynomials averaged over the K sets,
P
1/2
i.e. D(L) = (1/K k,i (X(i) − Yk,L (x(i))2 ) . The Hurst exponent is formally defined as
H = limL→∞ limn→∞ log D(L)/ log L. In practice, with a data set of finite n the Hurst exponent is measured by regressing log D(L) against log L over a region with Lmin < L < n/4.
H is the slope of the regression.
To test the hypothesis that the number of transactions drives the long-memory of volatility we compute the Hurst exponent of the real time volatility, H(ν), and compare it to
the Hurst exponent of the volatility in transaction time, H(νθ ), and the Hurst exponent in
shuffled transaction real time, H(ν̃θ ). If the long-memory of transaction time is the dominant cause of volatility then we should see that H(ν) ≈ H(ν̃θ ), due to the fact that ν̃
preserves the number of transactions in each 15 minute interval, and we should also see
that H(ν) > H(νθ ), due to the fact that νθ holds the number of transactions constant in
each interval, so it should not display as much clustered volatility. We illustrate the scaling
diagrams used to compute these three Hurst exponents for the LSE stock Astrazeneca in

FIG. 8: Computation of Hurst exponent of volatility for the LSE stock Astrazeneca. The logarithm
of the average variance D(L) is plotted against the scale log L. The Hurst exponent is the slope.
This is done for real time volatility ν (black circles), transaction time volatility ν θ (red crosses), and
shuffled transaction real time volatility ν̃θ (blue triangles). The slopes in real time and transaction
time are essentially the same, but the slope for shuffled transaction real time is lower, implying
that transaction fluctuations are not the dominant cause of long-memory in volatility.

Figure 8. This figure does not support the conclusion that transaction time fluctuations are
the proximate cause of volatility. We find H(ν) ≈ 0.70 ± 0.07, H(νθ ) ≈ 0.70 ± 0.07, and
H(ν̃θ ) ≈ 0.59 ± 0.03. Thus for Astrazenca it seems the opposite is true, i.e. H(ν) ≈ H(ν θ )
and H(ν) > H(ν̃θ ). While it is true that H(ν̃θ ) > 0.5, which means that fluctuations in
transaction frequency contribute to long-memory, the fact that H(νθ ) > H(ν̃θ ) means that
this is dominated by even stronger long-memory effects that are caused by other factors.
Note that the quoted error bars for H as based on the assumption that the data are
normal and IID, and are thus much too optimistic. For a long-memory process such as this
the relative error scales as n(H−1) rather than n−1/2 , and estimating accurate error bars is
difficult. The only known procedure is the variance plot method (Beran, 1992), which is
not very reliable and is tedious to implement. This drives us to make a cross-sectional test,
where the consistency of the results and their dependence on other factors will make the
statistical significance quite clear.
To test the consistency of our results above we compute Hurst exponents for all the
stocks in each of our three data sets. In addition, to test whether fluctuations in volume are
important, we also compute the Hurst exponents of volatility in volume time, H(ν v ) and
in shuffled volume real time, H(ν̃v ). The results are shown in Figure 9, where we plot the
Hurst exponents for H(νθ ), H(ν̃θ ), H(νv ), and H(ν̃v ) against the real time volatility H(ν)
for each stock in each data set. Whereas the Hurst exponents in volume and transaction
time cluster along the identity line, the Hurst exponents for shuffled real time are further
away from the identity line and are consistently lower in value. This is seen at a glance in
the figure by the fact that the solid marks are clustered along the identity line whereas the
open marks are scattered away from it. The results are quite consistent – out of the 60 cases

FIG. 9: Hurst exponents for alternative volatilities vs. real time volatility. Each point corresponds
to a particular stock and alternative volatility measure. NYSE1 stocks are in red, LSE in green,
and NYSE2 in blue. The solid circles are transaction time, open circles are shuffled transaction real
time, solid diamonds are volume time, and open diamonds are shuffled volume real time. The black
dashed line is the identity line. The fact that transaction time and volume time Hurst exponents
cluster along the identity line, whereas almost all of the shuffled real time values are well away from
it, shows that neither volume nor transaction fluctuations are dominant causes of long-memory.

shown in Figure 9, only one has H(ν̃v ) > H(νv ) and only one has H(ν̃θ ) > H(νθ ).
(a)
(r)
(a)
As a further test we perform a regression of the form Hi = a + bHi , where Hi is an
(r)
alternative Hurst exponent and Hi is the Hurst exponent for real time volatility for the
ith stock. We do this for each data set and each alternative volatility measure. The results
are presented in Table II. For volume and transaction time all of the slope coefficients b
are positive, all but one at the 95% confidence level. This shows that as the long-memory
of real time volatility increases the volatility when the volume or number of transactions
is held constant increases with it. In contrast for the shuffled volume real time measures
four out of six cases have negative slopes and none of them are statistically significant.
This shows that the long-memory of real time volatility is not driven by the volume or
the transaction frequency. The order of events is important – more important than their
number. The R2 values of the regressions are all higher for volume or transaction time
than for their corresponding shuffled values, and the mean distances from the identity line
are substantially higher. These facts taken together make it clear that the persistence of
real time volatility is driven more strongly by other factors than by volume or transaction
fluctuations.

a
b
d (×100)
volatility market
NYSE1 0.15 ± 0.10 0.76 ± 0.20
1.4
NYSE2 −0.27 ± 0.11 1.34 ± 0.14 0.76
νθ
LSE
0.26 ± 0.11 0.65 ± 0.15
1.1
NYSE1 0.46 ± 0.12 0.35 ± 0.19
1.4
νv
NYSE2 0.17 ± 0.23 0.75 ± 0.29
2.0
LSE
0.25 ± 0.16 0.67 ± 0.21
1.6
NYSE1 0.65 ± 0.18 −0.03 ± 0.25
4.0
ν̃θ
NYSE2 0.59 ± 0.29 0.03 ± 0.35
13
LSE
0.47 ± 0.12 0.19 ± 0.16
10
NYSE1 0.67 ± 0.18 −0.04 ± 0.26
3.2
NYSE2 1.11 ± 0.25 −0.52 ± 0.31
7.3
ν̃v
LSE
0.64 ± 0.11 −0.18 ± 0.15
18

R2 (×100)
61
82
52
16
27
37
8.3 10−2
4.6 10−2
8.1
1.2 10−1
14
7.5

TABLE II: A summary of results comparing Hurst exponents for alternative volatilities to real time
(a)
(r)
volatility. We perform regressions on the results in Figure 9 of the form H i = a + bHi , where
(r)
(a)
Hi is an alternative Hurst exponent and Hi is the Hurst exponent for real time volatility for the
ith stock. We do this for each data set and each of the exponents H(νθ ) (transaction time), H(ν̃θ )
(shuffled transaction real time), H(νv ) (volume time), and H(ν̃v ) (shuffled volume real time). d is
(a)
(r)
the average distance to the identity line Hi = Hi and R2 is the goodness of fit of the regression.
We see that in the top two rows b is positive and statistically significant in all but one case, in
contrast to the bottom two rows. This and the fact that d is much smaller in the top two rows
makes it clear that neither volume nor transactions are important causes of long-memory.

It is interesting that the data set appears to be the most significant factor determining
H. For the NYSE the real time Hurst exponents during the 1/8 tick size period are all in
the range 0.62 < H < 0.73, whereas in the penny tick size period they are in the range
0.77 < H < 0.83. Thus the Hurst exponents for the two periods are completely disjoint – all
the values of H during the penny tick size period are higher than any of the values during
the 1/8 tick size period. The LSE Hurst exponents are roughly in the middle, spanning
the range 0.72 < H < 0.82. It is beyond the scope of the paper to determine why this is
true, but this suggests that changes in tick size or other aspects of market structure are very
important in determining the strength of the persistence of volatility.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The idea that clustered volatility and heavy tails in price returns can be explained by fluctuations in transactions or volume is seductive in its simplicity. Both transaction frequency
and volume are strongly positively correlated with volatility, and it is clear that fluctuations
in volume (or transaction frequency) can cause both clustered volatility and heavy tails, so
this might seem to be an open and shut case. Our main result in this paper is to show that
this is not true, at least for the data that we have studied here. For these data the effects of
volume and transaction frequency are dominated by other effects. We have shown this for
three different properties, the contemporaneous relationship with the size of price changes,
the long-memory properties of volatility, and the distribution of returns. The results have
been verified with three different large data sets, with tens of millions of transactions, and

changes in both the time period and the market. The story is quite consistent in each case,
with only a few minor variations.
This can be viewed as a tale of competing effects. We do not dispute that volume and
transaction frequency affect prices, but for these data other effects are more important. If
there were no other competing effects, fluctuations in volume and transaction would indeed
cause clustered volatility and heavy tails. However in this case the clustered volatility
would not be as strong, it would not be as persistent, and there would be fewer extreme
price returns. It is useful to think about this in the context of competing power laws.
For the long-memory properties of volatility, for example, we have shown that volume and
transaction frequency effects by themselves give rise to long-memory with Hurst exponents
H(ν̃v ) and H(ν̃θ ) that are smaller than those of realtime volatility. This means that volume
and transaction frequency fluctuations make contributions to the autocorrelation of volatility
that are asymptotically of the form τ −γv and τ −γθ , where γv = 2(1 − H(ν̃v )) and γθ =
2(1−H(ν̃θ )). Let γr be the exponent characterizing the autocorrelation of real time volatility,
i.e. γr = 2(1 − H(ν)). We have shown that γr < γv and also that γr < γθ . This implies
that for long times τ −γr À τ −γv and τ −γr À τ −γθ , i.e. that the persistence of volatility
is dominated by long-memory effects other than those induced by volume and transaction
frequency. We have also shown that fluctuations in volume and transaction frequency give
rise to tails that drop off more steeply than those of real price returns, and thus for large
values make a negligible contribution to the heavy tails. Our conclusion is while volume
and transaction frequency have a role to play in price formation, for these data sets they
are supporting actors rather than lead players. It is of course possible that there are other
data sets where these roles are reversed, but this is not what we see here; for example in
our study of long-memory, out of the 60 cases we examined, we only observed one in which
H(ν̃v ) > H(νv ), and one in which H(ν̃θ ) > H(νθ ).
One of the intriguing results that is hinted at but not fully explored here is a possible
effect of market structure. We see indications that transaction frequency plays a larger role
in the NYSE1 data set, when the tick size was 1/8, than in the NYSE2 data set, when the
tick size was a penny. When returns are measured in transaction time rather than real time
the distribution of price returns is almost unaffected in the NYSE2 data set; this is not so
clear in the NYSE1 data set where there is some indication that the tail behavior is not as
strong. This conclusion is not firm due to the difficulty of ensuring statistically significant
behavior in the tails in the presence of long-memory, but the difference is suggestive. There
are also other indications of shifts in behavior between the two data sets: The results in
Figure 3 suggest that volume plays a more important role in the NYSE2 data set than in
the NYSE1, whereas the situation is reversed for transaction frequency. The enhanced role
for volume is consistent with the results on return distributions in Figures 4 and 5. The
most striking result along these lines, which is clearly statistically significant, is that the
long-memory of volatility is more persistent in the NYSE2 data set than in the NYSE1 data
set, which is evident in Figure 9. It is not clear at this stage whether these changes are due
to changes in tick size, whether they are due to some other aspect of market structure, or
whether they could be caused by changes in investor behavior, but the coincidence with tick
size is suggestive and deserves further investigation.
The most interesting aspect of our results is their implication for price formation. If
volume and transaction frequency are not the primary proximate cause of price movements,
then what is? It is surprising that after so many years of empirical work the answer to
this question remains unknown. The work we have done so far supports the main themes

of the work in Farmer et al. (2004). There we showed that for the LSE the heavy tails in
prices are already present at the microscopic level of individual price fluctuations. The tails
of the distribution are essentially unaltered in transaction time, and the size of individual
transactions has only a small effect on the size of price changes. Taking advantage of
the precision of the LSE data set, we looked at midprice changes caused by limit orders
placed inside the spread, market orders that remove all the depth at the best prices, and
cancellations of the last order at the best price. We found that they all have essentially
the same distribution. We attribute this fact to the dynamics of gaps in the limit order
book, where a gap is defined as a region with no orders. As price changes are aggregated on
longer time scales, the heavy-tailed behavior on long time scales mimics that on shorter time
scales, even if the crossover from the body to heavy-tailed behavior occurs at successively
larger values. These results indicate that the main driver of heavy tails is the heavy tailed
distribution of individual price changes themselves. This is driven by order placement and
cancellation, and not by volume or transaction frequency. This is by no means an ultimate
cause, but it does provide insight into where such a cause might lie.
This story for the origin of heavy tails is consistent with our work so far studying clustered volatility. We have shown here that the ordering of transactions is very important
in determining clustered volatility. If we scramble the order of transactions but preserve
their frequency, clustered volatility is greatly diminished. A similar statement applies to
volume, making it clear that the size of transactions is also not playing an important role.
What does play an important role is the size of (non-zero) individual price changes and the
frequency with which they occur. We will not present our results here, but our preliminary
work suggests that the dominant drivers of both heavy tails and clustered volatility are due
to changes in the frequency with which transactions generate non-zero price returns, as well
as variations in the size of price returns9 . Both of these effects are strongly correlated in
time. These variables fluctuate because of changes in the balance between liquidity taking
and liquidity provision, a theme we have also stressed elsewhere (Farmer et al. 2004, Lillo
and Farmer 2004). This conclusions is reinforced by a new empirical model of order placement and cancellation (Mike and Farmer, 2005). This model generates return and spread
distributions that match those of real data quite well, both in the body and in the tail. This
model suggests that the long-memory of supply and demand (Bouchaud et al. 2004, Lillo
and Farmer 2004) is an important effect driving the heavy tails of price returns.
Although based on the results presented here the following remarks are still somewhat
speculative, when our results here are combined with those mentioned above, they suggest
two basic conclusions about the dominant influences on price formation. First, the balance
between liquidity taking and liquidity provisions is key. As a result of this imbalance shifting, for a given transaction size prices can change more or less easily, and the size of the
changes can vary. This is typically more important than the number of transactions or their
size. Second, the market displays interesting dynamics on long time scales that cause this
imbalance to vary in a highly correlated manner. We believe that this dynamic is the most
important factor driving both clustered volatility and heavy tails.
9

Plerou et al. (2000) suggested that the properties of individual transactions are the proximate cause of
heavy tails (but not clustered volatility). They seem to have reversed this opinion in (Gabaix et al. 2003).
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